
Plus 1 #2
Dribbling & Attacking

Activity 1: Coach Says
Focus: Dribbling, turns

1. Area: 20 x 20 yds
2. Ball per player
3. Cones

Objective
'Coach Says' is an adaptation of the popular game ‘Simon Says’.
Players perform dribbling and turning skills whilst playing a fun activity.

Coaching Points
1. Encourage players to move into space
2. Listen carefully to what is said
3. Quick response to instruction

Activity 2: Stamford Bridge
Focus: Dribbling

1. Area 20*20
2. Ball per player
3. Cones
4. Training Vests

Objective
1) North, South, East or West stands; players dribble to that side 2)
‘The boss is here’; players stand still 3) ‘Trainer is here’; players roll
around holding their knee 4) ‘Drogba’; players take a Drogba dive 5)
‘Goal’ celebration 6) ‘Lampard’; raise two arms to the sky and give a
pose for the cameras 7) Cech; dive to save the ball like Petr Cech

Coaching Points
1. Attack space quickly
2. Keep ball close to allow change of direction
3. Use different turns

Activity 3: Crab Soccer
Focus: Dribbling

1. Area: 30 x 20 yds
2. Ball per player
3. Cones
4. Training Vests

Objective
Three defenders 'Crabs' in a line move side to side to prevent the
attackers 'Fish' from reaching the end line.  On the command of "GO",
all the attackers move forward with the ball, keeping close control and
using turns and body moves to avoid the crabs (who must stay in a
crab position – hands and feet).  If the fish’s ball is kicked out, the fish
joins the crabs.  Play until the last fish is captured. 

Coaching Points
1. Encourage players to use body movements to elude the crabs
2. When dribbling, keep soccer balls close to allow quick changes in

direction
3. Lift head to avoid collision and see routes for escape

Activity 4: Beat the Keeper
Focus: Attacking

1. Area: 30 x 20 yds
2. Balls
3. Cones
4. Goals x 2

Objective
Place all the balls in the middle of the area. On the call of "GO" the
players must collect a ball and attack one of the two goals. Once they
have scored they must collect another ball and attack the opposite
goal. The players have 2 minutes to score as many goals as possible.

Coaching Points
1. Dribble at pace
2. Keep head up
3. Lock ankle and strike ball with laces
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